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The Sea 
Portuguese Discoveries

During the 15th and 16th centuries Portuguese sailors were

at the vanguard of European overseas exploration

Age of Discovery

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portugal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Age_of_Discovery


The theme “Sea” is extremely happy as it takes place in 
the year that marks the 500th anniversary of the first 

circumnavigation



Monument to the Portuguese Discoveries, Lisbon

Effigy of Fernão de Magalhães



Portuguese Sea, Poetry by Fernando Pessoa

Oh salty sea, how much of your salt
Are tears of Portugal!
To get across you, how many mothers cried,
How many sons prayed in vain!

How many brides were never to marry
In order to make you ours, oh sea!
Was it worth it? Everything is worthy
If the soul is not small.

Ó mar salgado, quanto do teu sal
São lágrimas de Portugal!
Por te cruzarmos, quantas mães choraram,
Quantos filhos em vão rezaram!

Quantas noivas ficaram por casar
Para que fosses nosso, ó mar!
Valeu a pena? Tudo vale a pena
Se a alma não é pequena.
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Portuguese Experiencie 
in costal engineering
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Copacabana Beach

Before the intervention

(begining the 60th)

Physical model tests

After the intervention

90m
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Copacabana. Depois da intervenção. 
Situação actual





Development and application of numerical models
Example: Simulation of Hydrocarbon spills (LNEC). Accident with the Prestige ship

Real-time simulation of hydrocarbon spills. Risk analysis

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/pt/dicionario/ingles-portugues/hydrocarbon


Coastal zones are dynamic systems whose morpho dynamic behavior, inducing coastal 

erosion, is influenced by :

•natural forces (waves, tidal currents, river discharges, changes in mean sea level); 

•human-induced impacts (coastal interventions and changes in sedimentary traffic). 

 Theme will be presented by Professor Veloso Gomes.

• Coastal zones are extremely sensitive to environmental perturbations, imposing costal 
management based on sophisticated numerical models. 

 Theme to be presented by Jorge Abramian

• Importance of the Engineering Surveys for Offshore Construction

 Theme to be presented by Irina Kim

Costal Zones



Speakers Theme Institution

Fernando Veloso Gomes Coastal erosion FEUP

Jorge Abramian Coastal Management WCCE

Irina Kim Engineering Surveys for 
Offshore Construction

Engineers of Russia

Coastal Areas


